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Studies on the effect of lighting on mood have used different information-gathering 

methods and have presented a range of different conclusions. This paper aims to review 

the previous research relating to the applied method. This review method was conducted 

by selecting relevant articles through skimming and scanning, informed by the PRISMA 

protocol. The literature review discussed the subject, object, purpose, and applied 

research treatment, as well as the data collection methods of the selected papers. The 

result was 1) the subjects' terms and conditions that are required to be a research 

participant, 2) the object's description of the previous studies' test cell, 3) the treatment 

applied to achieve research purposes that focused on: a) illuminance levels, b) correlated 

colour temperature (CCT), or c) a combination of both, and 4) the data collection that 

listed information collected and the data/information gathering method for effective 

implementation. This literature review discussion could be beneficial for constructing a 

research plan about the effect of lighting on an individual's mood. However, further 

research might still be needed to ensure that the research design regarding the chosen 

subject, object, applied treatment, and data collection method can support achieving the 

research purpose. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

Research on lighting and visual comfort was initially 

limited to dealing with the issues of : i) brightness, ii) contrast, 

and iii) glare problems to achieve visual comfort [1] and then 

maintain it. Good lighting in the work environment led to 

better performance (in a speed context), fewer errors, 

accidents, and less absenteeism [2]. Bright lighting positively 

influenced workers' cognitive [3] and work performance levels 

[4]. During the solution's development, it was found that 

lighting is related to and positive mood [5]. 

Meanwhile, dynamic sunlighting is known for its role as a 

human physiological regulator [2] that affects psychological 

conditions, including alertness [6]. This role relates to 

circadian cycles [7] that are considered healthy [8, 9] and 

recommended to be applied [8, 10] in areas without natural 

lighting exposure. As most workers spend their working hours 

indoors while inducing natural lighting can be problematic for 

glare [11] and heat issues [12, 13], especially in the hot climate, 

artificial lighting can be an undeniable solution [14] and is 

recommended for energy saving [12]. Research on lighting is 

then developed on artificial lighting based on the morning 

daylighting character [11] for ensuring indoor workers benefit 

from lighting for their biological needs [2]. 

The importance of evaluating the effect of electrical-based 

artificial lighting on health leads to recommendations for 

studying the correlation between lighting exposure and a 

human being [15]. Previous studies about the impact of 

lighting on mood have used different information-gathering 

methods and have presented a range of different conclusions. 

This article reviewed previous research about the effect of 

lighting on employees' moods in their workplaces. This topic 

might be important to be studied as concern about lighting has 

shifted from energy saving to healthy prioritizing [16]. The 

review focused on the methods used to compile an appropriate 

research plan which can produce evidence of the research. The 

result could be beneficial to inform the construction of a 

research plan focused on the effect of lighting on a worker's 

mood. Therefore future research with a similar purpose can be 

designed in such standardized procedures to have comparable 

results and contributions to the knowledge. 

2. RESEARCH METHOD

The review collected data from journal literature from the 

Scopus and Science Direct databases. The Scopus database 

was accessed on March 2, 2022. The literature collecting used 

a title+abstract+keywords option with advanced search in 

lighting AND workplace OR office AND mood OR alert OR 

relax AND NOT daylight. The literature was limited to 

research articles and conference papers published between the 

five years 2017 – 2021, with the full paper or extended abstract 

written in English. The Science Direct database was accessed 

on the same day with similar options in an advanced search for 

lighting AND office OR workplace AND mood OR alert OR 

relax AND NOT daylight. The result was limited to open 

access and open archive research articles from the journal 

'Building and Environment' with environmental science 

subject areas published in 2018 - 2023. Most of the papers 
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included in this literature review can be accessed from the 

cited databases or the journal publishers. A small number of 

additional articles were downloaded from the Research Gate 

source. 

The literature review employed two data-gathering methods 

that were 1) skimming and ii) scanning. The skimming method 

was used to implement the PRISMA systematic protocol to 

screen the literature to be reviewed. From the Scopus and 

Science Direct databases, 135 articles met the first evaluation 

criteria based on the title, abstract, and keywords. Five articles 

were excluded as they were in the form of literature review 

papers. Therefore, there is no research method to be reviewed 

from those five articles. From the keyword skimming, 33 

papers discussed/involved lighting and office or workplace. 

Skimming was then conducted with abstracts, identifying 17 

articles discussing / including lighting, office or workplace, 

and mood or alert or relaxed. From those 17 articles, two 

papers were excluded because they were the subjects of a 

request process, and one was excluded because it was written 

in Spanish. The scanning method was then carried out to read 

13 articles in more detail regarding the method(s) employed in 

the research articles. The selection process can be seen in 

Figure 1. The selected articles reviewed for this research are 

listed in Table 1. 

 
 

Figure 1. The selection process of reviewed papers 

 

Table 1. The reviewed articles 

 
Authors Article Objective Major Finding(s) 

Aryani et al. [17] Researched the effect of artificial lighting below standard 

on workers' mood and physiological condition 

Artificial lighting that was below the standard affects 

the workers' physiological condition by drastically 

decreasing cortisol level 

Askaripoor et al. [18] Explaining the effect of correlated colour temperature 

(CCT) and illuminance level on alertness, mood, and 

cognitive performance during work hours 

500 lx showed a positive impact. There is no different 

effect of CCT between 8000 K and 12000 K 

de Vries et al. [19] Studied the effect of lighting directed to the wall on the 

office appearance and subjects' affective level, alertness, 

and work performance 

The wall lighting influenced the subjective alertness 

and maintained it if a high illuminance level 

He et al. [20] Studied the effect of dynamic illuminance level and CCT 

on alertness at different times of exposure 

Dynamic lighting seems to create more alertness than 

static lighting 

Hou et al. [21] Researched the appropriate lighting to increase that work 

performance and reduce the negative effect of jetlag 

Lighting can reduce jetlag's effect on alertness, short-

time memory performance, and fatigue. 

Mohammadi et al. [22] Compared the effect of fluorescent and Light Emitting 

Diode (LED) lamps on alertness, cognitive work 

performance, and visual comfort level 

LED lighting showed a significant effect on alertness, 

cognitive work performance, and visual comfort 

Roslyakova et al. [23] Researched the effect of CCT and illuminance level on 

mood, concentration, and work performance. 

CCT and illuminance level affects the subjects' 

behavior, mood, and work performance. 

Ru et al. [24] Researched the effects of illuminance level and CCT that 

was exposed in the afternoon on subjective alertness and 

work performance 

The arrangement of illuminance level and CCT showed 

an impact on subjective sleepiness, work performance 

test, and negative mood, even though not a significant 

result 

Ru et al. [25] Researched the task type and difficulty level that 

influenced the effect of lighting on cognitive performance 

Illuminance level influenced the speed of subjects' 

cognitive performance, and this effect can be affected 

by the type and difficulty level of the task 

Shahidi et al. [26] Researched the effect of CCT on visual perception and 

mood in a room painted with various colors. 

The combination of warm white lighting with a white 

wall or cool white with a blue wall was preferred for 

visual perception and mood in the workplace 

Tonello et al. [27] Compared two lighting arrangements with different CCT 

and illuminance levels in the workplace for increasing 

subjects' productivity and welfare 

The bluish lighting (4000 K) contributed an effect that 

relevant to the psychobiological response 

Zhang et al. [28] Studied the effect of dynamic lighting on users' health, 

welfare, and experience 

There was a change in partial positive mood under 

dynamic lighting compared to static lighting. There was 

not any effect on the negative mood 

Zhu et al. [29] Researched the effect of illuminance level and CCT on the 

cognitive performance and alertness of healthy adults 

while working 

The combination of illuminance level and CCT 

affected cognitive performance, mood, and alertness 

during regular work hours. The effect depended on the 

exposure time 
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3. FINDINGS FROM PREVIOUS RESEARCH ON 

ARTIFICIAL LIGHTING AND MOOD 

 

3.1 Research subjects 

 

3.1.1 The requirements to be a participant in lighting effect 

research 

In order to be a participant in research into the effect of 

lighting on mood, the main requirement is inseparable from 

eye health. Therefore, it is required that research subjects: a) 

do not have any vision damage [18, 21, 26]; or b) have damage 

that can be corrected, so the wearers of glasses or contact 

lenses are still included [19, 24, 29]. Another requirement is 

not to be colour-blind [18, 24], a condition confirmed by 

passing the Ishihara test [19, 26].  

Not only is eye health a priority, but subjects must also be 

healthy in general [25, 26, 30], both physically and 

psychologically [18, 20, 29]. Potential participants should 

have no hearing disability [25] or disability regarding the 

language medium used in the research [19] for communication 

purposes. Further requirements relating to a participant's 

health criteria are that they should be free from chronic 

conditions; no neurological, cardiovascular, autoimmune, or 

pulmonary diseases [26]. Another article discussed the 

requirements for the participant's body mass index (BMI) to 

be 18 – 23.9 kg/m2 [29]. Subjects have also been restricted to 

non-smokers [18, 20, 21, 24]. The subjects of research must 

not be extreme chronotypes [18, 25, 27] referred to in other 

articles as a moderate level of chronotype [19, 28]. The 

moderate chronotype does not apply to research on subjects 

exhibiting extreme early orate chronotypes [24]. 

In terms of age, some studies involved subjects with an 

average of 20s years old (yo) [17-19, 24, 25, 29]. Other 

research subjects' age ranges were 20 – 35 yo, 19 – 35 yo, and 

21 – 35 yo. One study involved 38 yo average subjects [28]. 

This age consideration becomes essential as there are similar 

melatonin levels for a range of ages [20]. Besides age 

consideration, the occupation of subjects may need to be 

considered. Some research has workers as the subjects [17, 23, 

28], whereas another research initiative involved students [19]. 

The requirements that need to be considered in subjects’ 

selection are summarized in Figure 2. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. The subject requirement 

3.1.2 Research subject's provision 

The gender ratios of research subjects vary widely. Some 

studies included male and female subjects in almost equal 

proportions [21, 27], whereas other studies paid no attention 

to gender proportionality [19, 20, 23]. Some research only 

included male subjects [17, 18, 25, 26, 28], whereas one article 

focused solely on female subjects [24]. This gender variable is 

important because of different perceptions [29] between males 

and females. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Subjects’ provision 

 

The number of subjects involved in a study varies. There 

was research involving more than fifty subjects [24, 29]. Other 

studies included subjects numbering in their 20s and 30s [18-

23, 25, 26], and one study involved exactly 15 participants [28]. 

Two pieces of research involved fewer than ten subjects [17, 

27].  

Potential subjects involved in mood conditions research are 

rejected if they are receiving medical treatment [20, 24, 27, 29] 

for psychiatric, neurologic [22, 26], and/or sleep disorders [28, 

29]. This restriction includes not consuming drugs during an 

ongoing research period [24, 26, 29]. In addition, subjects have 

been prohibited from drinking alcohol [21, 25-27, 29], caffeine 

[25, 29], and tea [21] for one week [26] before participating in 

the research.  

Research subjects have been required to demonstrate 

regular rest [21]. Subjects should not experience activities that 

disturb their sleep time, such as running a night shift [20] or 

traveling across time zones during the previous three months 

[18, 24], two months [29], or one month [20, 25] before the 

lighting/mood research beginning. Subjects were asked to get 
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good quality [26] enough sleep, 7 – 9 hours [24], and not stay 

up later than 23:00 [20, 27] at night before the lighting/mood 

research. 

Other provisions generally depended on research 

investigating issues such as participants being familiar with 

office work [28] and being required to wear natural colour 

clothes [27]. Before the research session, subjects must sign a 

written informed consent document agreeing to participate [18, 

21, 23-28]. The participants are financially compensated after 

completing their duties as research subjects [29]. The 

provision that needs to be considered in subject’s selection are 

summarized in Figure 3. 

 

3.2 Research objects 

 

Some research on lighting's effect was conducted in office 

environments [17, 28]. Other studies used artificial rooms set 

up in a laboratory [23, 29], simulating offices [19, 24-27, 29], 

or conference rooms [18, 20]. The colours used for the wall 

and ceilings are white [17, 19, 27] or different bold colour 

depending on the research purpose [26]. Two colours used on 

the floor or carpet were grey [27] and brown to avoid glare 

[26]. In order to prevent natural light from entering the 

research space, the experimental room was made without a 

window [22, 29]; any daylight coming in from outside [18, 26] 

was excluded by the placement of an opaque screen [19]. The 

condition of the experimental room was controlled in terms of 

temperature and humidity so that the main focus could be on 

lighting. However, such environmental control also has a 

weakness because it differs from the less controlled conditions 

encountered in the real world [29]. The consideration of the 

room where research may be conducted is summarized in 

Figure 4 below. 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Research object 

 

3.3 Research objectives and treatment applied 

 

Research on the effect of lighting on mood can be done by 

several approaches that do not always produce the same 

conclusions.  

The first research approach compares the impact of lighting 

different levels of brightness on an individual's affective state, 

alertness, and performance [18, 21, 23-28]. The second 

approach compares the effect of correlated colour temperature 

(CCT) in 3000 K warm white with 6000 K cool white for 

visual perception and mood [26]. In addition to studies that 

only focus on the illuminance level and CCT, some studies 

combine these variables to determine their effect on a person's 

mood. This third approach is made by comparing the effect of 

different levels of CCT and illuminance levels on a person's 

alertness, mood, and cognitive performance [18, 29]. The last 

potential approach is by comparing the effect of illuminance 

levels and CCT that exposure in different times, such as 

statically in a) morning and afternoon [29], b) summer and 

winter [27], and c) dynamically changing after lunch hour [28].  

The carryover effect from the previous experiment 

treatment should be taken into account and avoided by 

imposing a gap between the testing that can last from a week 

[18, 20], three days [25], or just 20 minutes [27]. One research 

team identified that the weakness in their study was the 

duration of light exposure, which was considered insufficient 

[24]. There is also the potential influence of the Hawthorne 

effect and, at certain times of each year, fasting that may have 

influenced an individual's mood state [17]. The objectives and 

the observed variables of the research on lighting and mood 

are summarized in Figure 5 below. 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Research objective and applied treatment 

 

3.4 Data collection methods and research findings 

 

The data and collection methods were summarized in the 

Figure 6. 

 

3.4.1 Subjective report and evaluation 

Subjective data collection methods used concerning 

research on mood include various types of questionnaires, self-

reporting, and assessment. A questionnaire can be used to 

collect basic data such as a) demographic profile [25, 28], b) 

general physical and mental health status [26], and c) sleep 

habit [25] such as Morningness – Eveningness Questionnaire 

[20, 21, 26, 28]. Questionnaires can also be designed to collect 

data relating to the room and or lighting assessment [22, 24, 

25, 27, 29], and/or perceived stress, alertness, and mood [24, 

28]. A sleep diary is another subjective data source reporting 

sleep quality [28]. Alternatively, some researchers employed 

the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index [24, 28]. 

Some subjective collecting instruments have been 

constructed in forms that can be used in research into lighting 

effect upon mood, such as i) the Positive and Negative Affect 
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Schedule (PANAS), ii) the Visual Analogue Scale (VAS), iii) 

Scale for Mood Assessment [27], iv) Brunel Mood Scale [26]. 

Research into alertness and sleepiness has involved the 

Karolinska Sleepiness Scale (KSS) [24, 25, 29], as well as the 

Epworth Sleepiness Scale [27] and Standford Sleepiness Scale 

[28].  

PANAS has produced findings that confirm a person's 

mood is affected by lighting [24, 28, 29]. However, at least 

one initiative was unable to provide evidence to confirm the 

outcome of the direct impact of light on mood in a research 

initiative [24]. Similarly, KSS has proven the effect of lighting 

on mood in some research [19-21, 24] but failed in other ones 

[17, 18]. 

 

3.4.2 Performance observations 

In studies related to light and mood, in addition to collecting 

data in the form of self-reports from research subjects, 

research is often accompanied by measured performances. The 

task assignment while being exposed to light is related to 

cognitive work and a participant's level of alertness. In terms 

of alertness, the research into the effect of lighting can employ 

the Psychomotor Vigilance Task (PVT) [18, 24]. For visual 

acuity, some research used paper-based tasks such as Landolt 

C [19], the Landolt Ring, or computer-based task: the Freiburg 

Visual Acuity and Contrast Test (FrACT) [22]. 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Data collecting method 

Long-term memory performance has been tested [29], and 

use the Two-Back Test [18, 25, 29] have investigated short-

term memory [30]. Another type of assignment for inhibitory 

capacity is the Go/no-go instrument [18, 25, 29]. Some other 

performance tasks used include the Continuous Performance 

Test [18], Remote Association Task (RAT) [19], the screen-

based Stroop Task, or the combination-based Alternate Uses 

Task [19]. The D2 test can test attention levels in cognitive 

performance [21]. 

 

3.4.3 Physiological observations 

Physiological measurements can be in various forms to 

observe the effect of lighting on mood. Electroencephalogram 

(EEG) tests have successfully shown the effect of lighting [21] 

or the effect of lighting type [22] on a person's alertness. In 

several studies, heart rate recorded with an electrocardiogram 

(ECG) showed a positive relationship between lighting and 

alleviating the recipient's negative mood [21]. Hormonal level 

or change measurement was successfully applied to research 

the effect of lighting on mood. Evidence was gathered by 

measuring the individual's saliva cortisol [17, 27], salivary 

[21], or urinary melatonin levels [27]. 

 

3.5 Summary of findings 

 

Based on the results above, there are two crucial points for 

researching the effect of lighting on mood. The first point to 

be decided is the purpose(s) based on the research question(s). 

This decision will lead to what lighting variable will be 

observed and how it will be arranged in the room test, whether 

in a natural environment or a simulated laboratory. Meanwhile, 

suitable research subjects must be chosen to support the 

research purpose(s). Research needs to decide whether the 

research targets specific or general samples. Research might 

need to consider whether there are any treatments or 

requirements for the subjects before the observation. 

The second attention might be on the research data that must 

be collected to answer the research question(s) and fulfilling 

the research purpose(s). The data can be in the form of 

subjective assessment, work performance observation, or 

physiological measurements. The data form will lead to the 

correct method for collecting and also analyzing them. 

Carefully considering and designing the research plan will 

achieve noticeable results that benefit lighting knowledge 

development. These findings are summarized in Figure 7. 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Summary of research method consideration 
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4. DISCUSSION  

 

This part synthesized the result of the literature review with 

other relevant articles listed in Table 2 to support the statement 

of the result. 

 

4.1 Consideration for research subjects 

 

4.1.1 The requirements to be a participant in lighting effect 

research 

For research that involves visual, in the matter of eye health, 

the subject must have healthy eyes and be free from retinal 

damage, glaucoma, and/or cataracts [30] except for specific 

research that involves subjects with vision damage to observe 

the effect of light on their moods [31]. A similar proviso 

applies to people with heart disease; they cannot be the subject 

of research on the effect of lighting on mood because their 

cortisol levels cannot be a stress marker [32]. Also, a potential 

research subject should not have to deal with performance/task 

deadlines or examinations to avoid stress or emotional burdens 
[33]. 

Related to sleep quality, known for its effect on mood [23], 

a high BMI score indicates the risk of an individual developing 

diabetes or obesity. These two conditions are closely related to 

sleep deprivation habits [34]. For the same reason, active 

smokers have been excluded from participating in a study as 

they are more prone to suffer from insomnia [35] than non-

smokers. Before the sleep-related lighting research occurs, 

potential participants are asked to write down their daily 

sleeping and waking habits, which are classified as an 

individual's chronotype. This check is because those habits 

may include issues or conditions that could affect the research 

result [36].  

Related to the age of the subject, some studies do not 

provide limits unless the research: a) aims to compare subjects 

with young and old ages [37], b) is focused on adolescents [38], 

or c) is focused on the elderly [39]. One major problem with 

lighting research involving young and old participants is that 

such studies will likely lead to extreme findings difference 

[37]. Researchers have set a minimum age of participants 

should be at least 18 years [40, 41] while another research 

limited their subjects to working age [42]. For a study designed 

to observe workplaces, students as participants might not be 

considered inappropriate because the results will differ [43]. 

This difference may relate to the incentives and performance 

produced by students (who do not have fixed incomes) and 

workers (who are already paid) [44]. 

 

4.1.2 Requirements to be a participant in lighting effect 

research 

The choice of one gender is evident in a study with female 

subjects because it was difficult to find male participants who 

met the required criteria [45]. On the contrary, other studies 

limit the presence of male subjects so as not to confuse the 

menstrual cycle with the circadian cycle [6]. It is recognized 

because the former condition can influence a female's mood 

and assessment [46]. A person's gender may need to be 

considered as there are differences in working memory test 

results [47] between men and women, resulting from an 

observed effect of lighting. Women are considered more 

expressive [48] in perceiving space rather than men [49, 50] 

although other studies have found differences when comparing 

ages rather than genders [51]. 

Relating to the appropriate subject number for a particular 

study, some researchers underline that smaller numbers, such 

as 40 [52] or 52 [53], are perceived as insufficient; the merit 

of a sample size greater than 100 has been stressed [54]. 

However, it should be noted that a complex range of 

considerations dictates the optimal number of research 

participants. 

The subject must sleep well and not be late to bed the night 

before the trial because it can weaken the research findings 

[30]. This proviso does not apply to studies that examine 

subjects with inappropriate sleep cycle conditions, such as 

sleeping for less than 7 hours or more than 9 hours [55].  

 

4.2 Consideration for Research Test-cell 

 

The use of real space as a research location in this field of 

interest is felt to be less than optimal since it will make it 

difficult to control incoming lighting, a problem that 

represents a research weakness [30]. The researcher should 

also consider any influence resulting from the Hawthorne 

effect. Initially, research subjects may show positive 

performance because they know they are being observed, 

creating an unusual or abnormal situation [56]. This qualifying 

observation is especially relevant when the study is conducted 

in the participants' working offices [17]. Therefore, the subject 

should be encouraged to be honest about their mood and 

assessment [47], a constant research challenge requiring 

subjective feedback. Research results from a tightly controlled 

environment could have a different effect when applied to real-

world locations. In the experimental space, the colors used in 

the walls, ceilings, and floors were made to minimize color 

disturbance experienced by participants [44].  

 

4.3 Consideration for research objectives and treatment 

applied 

 

The duration and time of exposure, spectrum, and 

distribution [15] are important. Lighting is considered to have 

an impact after exposure for a certain period or exposure to a 

particular light source daily [57]. Another article suggested 

that the experiment time should be longer than 1-day and use 

actual office space [58].  

 

4.4 Consideration for data collection methods and research 

findings 

 

4.4.1 Subjective report and evaluation 

The mood is generally measured based on personal reports 

submitted by research subjects [59], a subjective approach 

yielding results open to questions regarding their 

honesty/validity [60]. The questionnaire method is often used 

for data gathering, although it may miss more detailed 

information [61] and be influenced by the subjectivity of the 

respondent [60]. Although subjective, the questionnaire is an 

important tool used to reveal the health status of the subjects 

before the study takes place.  

Another form of subjective data collecting is PANAS, an 

instrument containing 20 self-evaluation statements developed 

by Watson, Clark, and Tellegen that measure an individual's 

positive and negative emotions. The reliability and validity of 

the 20 statements have been empirically confirmed [62]. VAS 

is a measurement instrument for abstract things such as 

characteristics or behavior that cannot be measured directly 
[63]. Therefore, measurement is achieved by analogizing 
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quantities within a specific range from minimal to maximum 

conditions.  

Research into the issue of mood generally also considers the 

quality of a person's sleep before and during the research 

period. Mood research is likely to involve sleepiness in the 

researchers' observations as evidence supports a clear 

relationship between mood and sleepiness [3]. The KSS 

measures sleepiness in 9 levels and can be used to assess 

changes as an environmental response [64].  

 

4.4.2 The physiological observation 

A deeper approach in research investigating lighting 

actually appeared in 1980. Before, lighting was still 

considered a 'not particularly complex issue,' so practitioners 

only study its effects visually, ignoring deliberately or by 

accident its neuroendocrine, psychological, and physiological 

effects, even though the effects are ongoing and perhaps 

evident [65]. Other researchers assessed the lack of a subject's 

attention to understand how light affects a room's occupants' 

physiological and psychological system, including the 

circadian function that regulates sleep and mood [66]. In their 

research into sleep quality, an issue indirectly related to mood 

conditions, psycho-physiological methods (EEG, ERP, and 

others) produced more valid and credible findings [52]. 

Electroencephalogram (EEG) tests demonstrate brain 

activities, some of which can be markers of stress levels. 

Related to skin condition, it was noted that electrodermal 

activity acts as a stress marker [4] based on the increased 

activity of a person's sweat glands [67]. Another stress marker 

is cortisol [68]; hence its changes in hormone levels can be 

physiological signs that correspond to psychological 

conditions. 

 

Table 2. The relevancy of supported papers' research topic with selected reviewed articles 

 
Author(s) Relevancy  Author(s) Relevancy 

Abbas et al. 

[60] 

Effect of lighting and colour on physiology and 

psychology 

Lan et al. [70] Effect of illuminance level and CCT on 

mood and creativity 

Asif et al. [69] Effect of music on gender-based stress Leichtfried et al. 

[30] 

Effect of intensive morning lighting on 

maintaining focus, mood, and melatonin 

concentration 
Bonmati-

Carrion et al. 

[3] 

Effect of lighting and rhythmic change 

Boubekri and 

Wang [54] 

Effect of lighting on subjects' mood that correlated 

to performance 

Leppamaki et al. 

[42] 

Effect of exercise with/out morning bright 

light on mood 

Boyce et al. 

[6] 

Effect of lighting on enhancing the work 

performance of workers 

McCloughan et 

al. [50] 

Affect artificial lighting on mood and 

behavior 

Cajochen et al. 

[55] 

Effect of LED with natural lighting spectrum on 

physiology, alertness, cognitive performance, and 

sleep quality 

Newsham et al. 

[58] 

Effect of individual's lighting control 

Partonen and 

Lonnqvist [46] 

Effect of bright light exposure on 

psychological distress Crawford and 

Henry [62] 

Evaluate PANAS as a research tool 

Rompas et al. 

[35] 

Correlation between smoking habit and 

insomnia Curcio et al. 

[52] 

Effect of LED lighting on sleep, sleepiness, and 

mood Ryden et al. [32] Correlation between coronary artery 

disease and stress Deng et al. 

[48] 

Differences between male and female subjects on 

experiencing and expressing emotional responses Smolders and de 

Kort [4] 

Effect of illuminance level on mental 

fatigue Denk et al. 

[43] 

Effect of the light source and CCT on mental and 

concentration state Smolders and de 

Kort [71] 

Effect of 1-hour exposed morning and 

afternoon CCT on physiology and work 

performance 
Farshchi and 

Fisher [59] 

Propose spatial modeling with a multidisciplinary 

approach of social, psychological, and aesthetics 

Sharma and 

Kavuru [34] 

Association of partial sleep deprivation 

with obesity and diabetes Gabel et al. 

[37] 

Effect of illuminance level and CCT on alertness, 

hormonal level, skin temperature with age-based 

subjects and sleep restriction 
Sperlich et al. 

[68] 

Heart rate and salivary cortisol as a psycho-

physiological stress marker 

Gou et al. [53] Effect of dynamic natural lighting on work 

performance and mood 

Studer et al. [38] Effect of red and blue-enriched lighting in 

the morning on attention-based 

performance Gould et al. 

[63] 

Testing Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) as an 

assessment tool Veitch [44] Effect of lighting on performance and 

mood Hadji et al. 

[33] 

Effect of illuminance level and CCT on mood 

Veitch and 

Newsham [41] 

Compared the quality of low and high 

lighting power density (LPD) Hoffman et al. 

[56] 

Impact of illuminance level and CCT on a 

hormonal level and subjective mood Wang et al. [39] Effect of illuminance level and CCT on 

physiology, visual performance, and 

subjective mood of elderly 
Kaida [45] Effect of a short nap and bright light on mood 

Kawasaki et al. 

[31] 

Effect of scheduled bright light exposure on sleep, 

rest cycles, and subjective mood of patients with 

glaucoma 
Yang et al. [36] Effect of high illuminance level on work 

performance of two type chronotypes 

Knez [49] Effect of CCT on subjective mood and cognitive 

performance 

Yang et al. [47] Effect of illuminance level and CCT on 

brightness sensation, lighting perception, 

and cognitive performance Knez and Kers 

[51] 

Effect of lighting, age, and gender on cognitive 

performance and mood Zangronis et al. 

[67] 

The device used for monitoring 

electrodermal activity as the stress marker Kuijsters et al. 

[61] 

Effect of ambient lighting on elderlies' mood 
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5. CONCLUSION 

 

The invention in the mechanism of lighting effect on the 

human biological cycle and the relation to mood leads to an 

effort to provide the healthy benefit of natural lighting for 

users working in a room with insufficient lighting. This review 

shows that previous research articles have discussed many 

methods of examining the effect of lighting on mood. 

Discussed are the selected papers' subject, object, purpose, and 

treatment, as well as the data collection methods. The subject 

focus explains the terms and conditions required to participate 

in the reported research initiatives. The object section 

describes the test cells of previous studies. The purpose and 

treatment part categorised the applied approach to researching 

lighting, which focused on: a) illuminance levels, b) correlated 

colour temperature, or c) a combination of both. Also 

examined was how the lighting treatment that the subject is 

exposed to relates to their performance focus. The data 

collection part of this paper lists the information collected and 

the data/information gathering method that can be most 

effectively implemented.  

However, it should be noted that a general agreement on this 

relationship is yet to be reached. Therefore, further research 

must consider such issues as: 

• The selection and number of research subjects: 

consideration might be on the appropriate number, gender, 

and occupation of the subject, besides the basic 

requirement and provision of research subject for lighting 

research; 

• the condition of the research object; consideration might 

be given to factors influencing decisions regarding the use 

of the real room or artificial test cells; 

• the treatment applied; consideration might be devoted to 

the proper duration of the lighting exposure and interval 

time between the observed lighting settings for resulting 

significant effect; 

• how to collect data might be considered when choosing the 

appropriate measuring instruments to achieve the research 

aim. 

In sum, the result of how the research method for studying 

the effect of lighting on mood may still be debatable and a 

wide-open waiting to be researched. The discussion of this 

literature review might be needed as the current lighting 

concern seems to prioritize health rather than energy 

consideration. Unfortunately, this literature review has a 

limitation that is not currently conducted. Moreover, the 

reviewed papers have been limited from the last six years 

period of publication time with open access type. Therefore, 

future research needs to be carefully planned by considering 

the applied method from updated similar research articles to 

produce valid research conclusions that can contribute to this 

challenging area of science. 
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